
Description: The automotive steering sensor market in North America is expected to grow at a CAGR of 13.68% to reach $XX billion in 2020. Demand for luxury vehicles with advanced safety and comfort features is one of the major factors propelling the demand for automotive steering sensors. Increasing demand for luxury vehicles in the form of SUVs, Sedans, and MUVs in US, Canada is a major propellant in the growth of the market.

BMW, one of the prominent vendors in the luxury vehicle segment registered a growth of 1.8% from 2014 in US. In addition the increase in demand from passenger cars, which witnessed a whopping 5.7 percent growth from 2014 would play a significant role in driving the growth of the steering sensor market with increase in preference of integrated safety systems in the vehicles among the customers in the region.

The growing relevance of automotive racing in the region has also helped to fuel the demand of such monitoring systems that are critical in the analysis of the steering characteristics of the vehicle and the driver. The steering angle information is significant to race engineers to evaluate the vehicles steering characteristics, the chassis movement as well as the driver's performance. The sensors are used in electro-hydraulic power-assisted steering systems and electric power steering system for varying the assistance given to the driver depending on the vehicles speed and cornering. The prominent vendors in this region, emphasize on offering a number of 'motorsport ready' sensor solutions for steering angle measurement.

The input provided by steering angle sensor to the on-board systems (such as electronic stability control and electric power steering) requires providing accurate input of the driver's intentions, which are thereby critical to the efficient functioning of these allied systems. The trend in the North American automotive market is towards the technological advancement in the sensor technology and to increase the effectiveness of the steering sensor system. For instance, the Motorsport Linear Sensor (MLS) developed by Active Sensors, have 'super' low-noise linear potentiometer designed for suspension measurement, the data for which is gathered in the motorsport data acquisition systems. The sensor also ensures longer life along with 'noise-free' operating life in severe vibration and high G-force conditions.

The market is segmented on the basis of type, technology and by country. Among the application type, Steering torque and Angle Sensors generates the highest market. By technology, magnetic steering sensors would generate increased demand in the region, due to focused research and developments in the field of magnetic sensor technologies. Continental, Hella KGaA Hueck & Co, Delphi, Danfoss, Active Sensors are some of the leaders in the North America steering sensor market.

What The Report Offers:

1) Market Definition along with identification of key drivers and restraints for the market.

2) Market analysis with country specific assessments and competition analysis in the Steering Sensor market of the region.

3) Identification of factors instrumental in changing the market scenarios, rising prospective opportunities and identification of key companies, which can influence the market on the regional scale and at the country level.

4) Extensively researched competitive landscape section with profiles of major companies along with their strategic initiatives and market shares.

5) Identification and analysis of the Macro and Micro factors that affect the industry on both at the regional level and at the country level.

Please note: As this product is updated at the time of order, dispatch will be 72 hours from the date the order and full payment is received.
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